Year Group:
Date: Thursday 2nd April
Subject

Lesson focus/objective
(I can….)

Activity and/or instructions

Reading

I can answer questions based on
text one involving word choice
and meaning.
Read, write, order and
compare numbers up to 1,0
000,000.

Please look back at text one. Now answer the next 4 questions (below). Answers for all
8 questions will be on the website tomorrow.

Mathematics
(including times
tables)

Find answers to yesterday’s maths number puzzle and the N rich challenge
below.
Find today’s maths worksheet below. Remember, when ordering and writing large
numbers, which place value column is each digit in? How can we use this to help us
when writing numbers down and deciding which digit goes in which column?
Watch the short youtube clips on both explorers :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3rZddah-bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7MyWmZljGk
Who do you think Henry Wolsey was? Is it the same person in the Ice Trap book?
Now write a short paragraph to say how and why Shackleton’s expedition was
different and more difficult from these two modern explorers.
You will need to use conjunctions like, however, whereas , unfortunately.

Writing

I can watch video clips on the
two modern explorers.
I can say how and why
Shackleton’s
expedition was different and
more difficult.

Other

DT
I can evaluate the process of
making my Easter bonnet.

Finish your Easter bonnet if you haven’t done so, then send a photo of yourself
wearing it to your teacher (please send it by midday so we can include as many
as possible in the newsletter).
Write an evaluation, consider: What went well? What didn’t? Did you change
any plans half way through? Why? What difficulties did you face? What would
you change / do differently if you were to make a bonnet again?

Online Safety

Every week we will be asking you an online safety question (see below) .
Please discuss it with someone in your home and then send your answer to
your teacher by 3 o’clock today.

I can discuss and answer a
question on online safety.

Online Safety Question

Wednesday – maths
answers

Wednesday – N rich
maths challenge
answers.

Thursday – Maths
worksheet.

